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ASTERIA MOVE MINI
Designed by Søren Ravn Christensen

Portable table lamp with built-in lithium-Ion battery

DIMENSIONS
Ø: 12 cm / 4.7"
H: 25.5 cm / 10"

MARKINGS, TESTS & CERTIFICATIONS
CE (for indoor use)

USB-C cable and power adaptor incl. 

MATERIAL
Steel, marble and ABS

WARRANTY
10 years warranty against manufacturer defects 

WEIGHT
900 g / 2 lb

WEIGHT INCL. PACKAGING
1.6 kg / 3.5 lb

LIGHT SOURCE
LED panel built-in
Light step 1: 2600 K - 124 lumen. CRI: 92. 10 H
Light step 2: 2600 K - 65 lumen. CRI: 92. 18 H
Light step 3: 2600 K - 37 lumen. CRI: 92. 26 H
Light step 4: 2600 K - 7 lumen. CRI: 92. 120 H

PACKAGING DIMENSIONS (L × W × H)
15.9 × 32.7 × 14.5 cm / 6.3 × 12.9 × 5.7"

MEDIA KIT
Photos and press material 
Download at umage.presscloud.com

ORDERING INFORMATION
Asteria Move Mini white marble
Asteria Move Mini black marble
Asteria Move Mini green marble
Asteria Move Mini red marble

#2570
#2571
#2572
#2573

Colour variations

red marblegreen marbleblack marblepearl marble
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https://umage.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery
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Asteria Move Mini, white marbleAsteria Move Mini, green marble

Bring light to your dinners with the new Asteria Move Mini – a 
small portable lamp that will cast an ambient light and set the per-
fect mood for an intimate dinner. The sleek and stylish expression 
of the Asteria Move Mini is accompanied by an interchangeable 
solid marble base, adding a classic touch to the design. Asteria 
Move Mini has four different light steps that allow you to adjust 
the light to the desired setting with a gentle touch on the base of 
the lamp. 

Its size, portable design, and adjustable light make it the perfect 
addition to any hotel, restaurant, or bar table. Its marble details 
add a sculptural touch to the design, making the Asteria Move Mini 
gracefully embellish any shelf or cabinet top in the home, too. 

Charging the Asteria Move Mini is effortlessly done by placing the 
lamp on its included charging plate. The charging plate is made 
exclusively for Asteria Move Mini, meaning that it is not possible 
to charge the lamp without the original accessory. This is especially 
advantageous when using the lamp in a restaurant, hotel or other 
public spaces, as preventing unauthorised charging secures the 
lamp and eliminates any temptation for theft. Designed to cast an 
enchanting light on your evenings and create unforgettable memo-
ries, Asteria Move Mini is the perfect blend of style and functional-
ity and will light up any home or hospitality space.

Find more info on our website umage.com
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